LIFE   IN  THE  CARAVAN
saucepan. Then in camp we filled it with lukewarm water
and bathed our burning faces in it. At meal-times Li brought
it to me again and then how the meat sizzled, how delicious
the dried apricots became in butter! Never, I told Peter,
recalling my earlier journeys, never had I lived so luxuriously
as since I threw in my lot with an old Etonian!
Twice a day we had to feed the horses with barley and
broken peas as hard as stones. One day when I was removing
Slalom's nosebag I discovered one of his molars in it.
Night would come at last and the wind which, all day long,
had howled in our drumming ears, and, charged with dust
or with snow, had burned our faces, now turned its fury on
the tents that were intended more as a protection against its
buffeting than against the cold.
To recall that life in this or that western capital fills me
with yearning. But there, I was so completely absorbed in
the life of the trail, the life of the beasts, of the elements, that
it was as though I had always been living it. It was the west
that seemed unreal. I so completely forgot it that memory
made no effort to bring it back, even in dreams.
/ Become a Doctor.
Li told tales of the marvels in our boxes. We had a box
that made music! We had numerous medicines! There was
nothing to do but satisfy our fellow-travellers* curiosity. My
"Mikiphone" gramophone had to be played for them. There
were only three records, but the joy of the listeners each time
when it came to the sung passages!
Day after day there was a sick parade outside my tent.
Some cases were genuine, some not. I treated wounds with
permanganate and iodoform. When I found myself in a
difficulty I consulted my list of medicaments with a serious
air. Those who had stomach troubles were given castor oil,
those who complained of being "very hot and then very
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